DATA BANKS ARE AN ATTRACTIVE MEANS of studying clinical aspects of stroke. Population-based data banks have shown a declining incidence of stroke, the natural history of infarcts in different vascular territories and hemorrhage of different types, the importance of atrial fibrillation, and documented stroke rates by age, sex and race in communities world-wide. Multi-institutional studies, scrutiny of frequency conditions have clarified predictors for survival and morbidity in infarction and hemorrhage; studied CT scanning in acute infarction; shown that embolism is the most frequent cause of stroke and that many remain unexplained; correlated the lesions causing impaired eye movements, hemiparesis, and assessed the effects of metabolic variables. Single institutions and communities have also found them a powerful tool for audits.

Despite all this effort, none of the data banks have yet achieved the ideal in which each case is studied with an intensity worthy of a single case report by a highly qualified principal investigator; where every case is part of a clearly defined population properly balanced for demographic factors; where each eligible case is entered, each is followed unfailingly at strict intervals, all laboratory tests are performed in a timely fashion; and with the whole effort yielding numbers so massive that each subset of cases can satisfy statistical criteria with contemptuous ease. This Moby Dick has proved a mighty adversary. The bent lances in his thick hide, including among them manuscripts in this issue, testify to the many failed attempts at capture.

Data banks for stroke began as retrospective attempts to codify personal, institutional, or population material. Conflicting observations from what seem like similar studies have repeatedly shown how seemingly trivial variations in the population and study methodology can exert profound effects on the findings. Efforts to check how each variable has been handled can tax the tenacity of the most battle-hardened reader of fine print. Although tedious, scrutiny of the methods sections is important because data from any source takes on a certain dignity when codified in any source. The exceptional case. The present issue contains reports from the multi-center community-based stroke program. They provide a timely opportunity to review these points and to assess the general applicability of the results.

For a data bank to deserve its name, the data points should be like money in a commercial bank, well defined and of known value, dependable in the uses to which it is put and accessible to many users. Comparable data across centers can usually be assumed for readily defined items such as age, sex, date of hospital admission, length of stay, placement after discharge, death, etc, but questions that can be asked of such data are limited in scope. For the more contentious items, a common vocabulary must have been developed between the participants for each of the points in question. Review of the definitions provided by the authors for these items are a sign of the amount of effort to resolve the ambiguities of clinical features and diagnoses often glossed over in clinical practice. For final diagnoses, the extent of supporting laboratory data is a rough index of how much credence to give to the incidence data for any given subtype of stroke.

For the studies to have much clinical interest, the expertise of the observer is as important as whether a tested vocabulary has been hammered out. The farther the source of the data gets from the investigators in direct contact with the patients, the more limited is the use to which the findings can be put. In descending order, the utility of clinical data declines when the investigator merely supervises others; personally reviews, or, worse, has others review charts created for another purpose by those not directly involved; merely has chart abstracts; or records diagnoses coded in rec-
ord rooms. These concerns may be less important when the data being collected are items of low priority.

When a multicenter effort is undertaken, it is assumed the cases share a common method of recruitment, demographic variables, extent of workup, diagnostic subtype, or followup. Even when the items are defined and the investigators qualified, pooled data become difficult to comprehend when some of it was collected retrospectively and some prospectively; when the time frames of collection do not match; when some of the populations are sharply defined and others not; when the team gathering the data differs substantially according to institution; when the source of the data varies from patient interview shortly after admission, to interviews after 30 days, to record reviews after discharge; and when the services available for diagnosis of stroke, and of stroke subtype vary from the outmoded to most advanced. Perhaps these ambiguities are of little relevance where the purposes of the study are simply to assess the impact of variations in stroke care and to establish geographic comparisons. Basic observations of this sort may prove robust enough to survive even striking variations in data collection methods.

The types of findings reported in this issue may give comfort to government agencies charged with keeping tabs on the overall stroke frequency, especially those agencies which make extensive use of nurses to implement the DRG programs that are currently tightening their grip on medical practice nationwide. For those whose ears ring from remarks from bored colleagues like, "Just tell me: is it a stroke or not?", the implications can be discouraging. Properly organized, multi-center data banks offer the hope of finding those elusive sub-groups who are susceptible to certain therapies. Their identification could lead to more sharply focussed clinical trials. In the process, some therapies could be resurrected which were set aside after disappointments from clinical trials conducted on too broad a group. Large data banks could even improve current misestimates of sample size for a given trial. Data banks can provide the closest approximation to the answer sought for those many clinical problems whose incidence may defy the organization of a therapeutic trial. Assuming their data collection procedures are organized with these goals in mind.
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